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The title of the thesis for the award of degree of Doctor of philosphy is: Contribution of 
Wafa Abdul Razzaq to Arabic Novels (A Critical and Analytical Study of her selected 
novels) Iraq has been for the long time and is the centre of Arabic culture and the 
adobe of great writers, Poets and intellectuals. it has given birth to many prominent of 
literature,poetry, journalism and Islamic culture. these prominent figures have 
valuable contribution in their various fields, the Iraqi women also did not fail to 
contribute in literary world. many female poets and writers enjoyed their names and 
fame in the field of science literature and aknoledge and they gained their reputation. 
Wafa Abdul Razzaq is among these literary writers and poets and one of the towering 
personalities known for their outstanding contribution in the field of story 
writing,novels,poetry. She emerged as a writer of realism who portrayed the tragdies 
and suffrings experienced by Iraqi people.she despite being an expatriate in 
London.did not forget her homeland.she portrayed, in her prose and poetry forms all 
type of oppression and tyranny the Iraqi people are suffring from. Her literary works 
received well acceptance and popularity in the world and were translated into sevral 
languages of the world including English,Persian,and others. I have divided the thesis 
into four chapters, containing three sub chapters each. 1 in this chapter i have 
discussed about her early life and contemporary personalities. 2 this chapter has 
study of short story in Arabic. 3 this chapter has a critical study of her selected novels. 
4 this chapter is an evaluation of her selected novels. conclusion: it gives a 
comprehensive view of her works. At the end there is an index and comprehensive 
bibliography. 
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